CASE STUDY

CORPORATE

OPPORTUNITY
To elevate its Belgian headquarters in uptown
Brussels with an elegant lighting display,
Deutsche Bank required a sophisticated
outdoor architectural lighting solution..

SOLUTION

DEUTSCHE BANK, BRUSSELS
Located at the corner of a high-traffic intersection in Brussels’ uptown district, the
nine-story Deutsche Bank building designed by architect Maurice de Maet features three
street-facing façades lined with 59 columns. To make the building stand out during the
holiday season as well as the rest of the year, Deutsche Bank hired Magic Monkey and
NetherLED to design and install a state-of-the-art architectural lighting solution. To
provide dazzling illumination, precise control and all-weather reliability, Magic Monkey
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animated lighting display featuring Martin
Exterior Wash outdoor LED lighting fixtures.

“Our goal with this project was twofold: to highlight the architecture and carry the
Deutsche Bank brand in an elegant way,” said Marc Largent, Managing Director, Magic
Monkey. “This building had a few logical elements to highlight, and one of the design
options we submitted was basically a vertical highlight of the existing columns of the
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building around the three façades. And, through the flexibility of the Martin Exterior
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celebrations.”

Martin Exterior Wash fixtures,

“We cooperated with Martin on a solution from the start, even before we decided on

we’ve transformed the building
into a dynamic, animated ‘harp’
on a nightly basis”

Wash fixtures, we’ve transformed the building into a dynamic, animated ‘harp’ on a
nightly basis. It’s a very subtle animation, but it’s like a living, breathing building. During
special occasions and events, it becomes even more dynamic to participate in the city

the LED strip solution. It was tremendously good to work with Martin as they had the
knowledge needed to integrate our LED lighting needs into this project,” Bendrup
continued. “This is perhaps the most ambitious media façade integration in Scandinavia
and signals a change in the architectural landscape.”
Other areas of the Confederation of Danish Industry building have also been outfitted
with new Martin Professional lighting systems, including the conference room, with 60
Martin moving head luminaires and Martin LED strips; the reception area with strings of
LED dots; and five elevators at the main entrance, where each floor interactively sets its
own light level and color temperature – a complete Martin reference, both inside and out.

“

Magic Monkey chose Martin Exterior Wash 200 fixtures to illuminate the majority of
the building, with Martin Exterior Wash 100 fixtures highlighting the top two stories.

The control was very
subtle, which is important
for us, and the fact that
they are RGBW fixtures
offers us a great choice of
colors.”

Specializing in narrow-beam applications, the Exterior Wash fixtures deliver up to 1,800
lumens focused into tight, 7.5-degree vertical beams. Magic Monkey’s design includes
the Exterior Wash Series’ optional snoot to conceal the light source, making the beams
appear part of the structure. DMX control enabled Magic Monkey to easily program the
lights to “strum” like a harp, in addition to other special effects for holidays and events.
With a weather-resistant IP66-rated housing, the Exterior Wash fixtures comfortably
endure the elements year-round. “The light quality was very good, and the optics were
great,” said Largent. “The control was very subtle, which is important for us, and the
fact that they are RGBW fixtures offers us a great choice of colors. They are also very
solid fixtures, and they’ve withstood weather and time in different locations around the
world. Being specialized in exterior lighting, it’s important to us that our installations
last a long time and keep that high level of light output and control. ”Initially, Deutsche
Bank leadership wasn’t sure it would be possible to complete a permanent installation in
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time for the holiday season, and asked Magic Monkey to propose a temporary option as a
fallback. However, working closely with Magic Monkey and NetherLED, Martin was able
to source and deliver the required fixtures in time for a permanent installation.

Thanks to Martin, we were
able to pull the fixtures in
from different locations
around the world, have
them shipped to Belgium
and install them in time for
the Christmas holiday”

“When Deutsche Bank called us wanting to light up their building for the Christmas
holiday period, they asked us for two options,” said Largent. “One to see what it would
entail to design something temporary and one to design something permanent, with
prediction that they would not be able to roll out a permanent installation by the
Christmas period. But, thanks to Martin, we were able to pull the fixtures in from
different locations around the world, have them shipped to Belgium and install them
in time for the Christmas holiday. Deutsche Bank was able to launch their permanent
lighting project for Christmas, which is now installed all year ‘round.”

PRODUCTS USED
MARTIN EXTERIOR WASH 100 LED LIGHTING FIXTURES
MARTIN EXTERIOR WASH 200 LED LIGHTING FIXTURES
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